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ABSTRACT
In this paper, a novel approach to establish the trust model in a social net-
work scenario based on users’ emails is presented. Email is one of the most impor-
tant social connections nowadays. By analyzing email exchange activities among
users, a social network trust model could be established to judge the trust rate be-
tween each two users. Instead of the traditional way that gather all users’ email
information into a centralized server for analyzing, a distributed way that would dy-
namically calculate and update the trust rate among users is used. The distributed
trust model is built upon a cloud computing framework called MobiCloud. Inside
MobiCloud, each user occupies a virtual machine which could directly communi-
cate with others. Based on this feature, the distributed trust model is implemented
as a combination of local analysis and remote analysis in the cloud. With this trust
model, the security in both social network services and email communication could
be improved.
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Chapter 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Overview
Along with development of computer network, people become much easier to con-
nect with each other. And they became more likely to move everything online,
including the relationship in daily life. Social network web site such as Facebook,
Twitter, Google+, LinkedIn, etc provide the environment for people dealing with the
daily relationship online. One of the most important reasons for the popularity of
online social network is the resource sharing. In a traditional social network, people
could share news, photos and other information with others. With the appearance
of cloud computing, which provides access to large pools of data and computa-
tional resources through a variety of interfaces similar to existing grid and high
performance computing resource management and programming systems, users
are able to move the entire personal computer to the network. Combining the cloud
computing and social network idea, a stronger social network with powerful com-
puting ability emerges. MobiCloud is a such cloud computing system that dedicated
to every user who has a mobile phone. In MobiCloud, user’s mobile phone could
directly use the remote computing resources located in the cloud. Moreover, users
not only share information such as files and data, but the actual computing services.
MobiCloud users are supposed to be able to develop their own application services
and publish for other user using.
Sharing computing services is a much more exciting idea than just static
data, but there will also be security issues with this idea. Currently, using com-
puting services through network such as web service and SaaS is very common,
but these services are provided by large authorized organization and users totally
trust them. If these services are provide by other users in the same social network,
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then everyone should worry about if this use or service is trusted. Just like in the
App Store of iPhone, when user try to buy a software developed by others, he or
she may first take a look at the other people’s review of this software. Base on the
evaluation result, it is easier to decide if that software worth the money.
Take the similar idea of review system, we’d like to create a trust evaluation
system in the MobiCloud to help user to make decision about whether one service
is trusted to use. But we take one more step ahead here. Rather than using the
review system which is a feedback after using the service, we try to give out the
trust value before any user even used the service. In order to achieve this, we are
going to take the trust value against the service provider instead of the service itself.
Based on the social network attribute, we take the communication messages
between users as a vital key to calculate the trust value. Here, we use the email
information. Emails represent many social activities and connections that can be
benefitting for setting up trust among people. Since emails stand for the important
way of communication between users, it is the link in the social network. By ana-
lyzing emails between users, it is a good for setting up the trust model in a social
network.
1.2 Background
1.1.1 Cloud Computing
In a traditional computing model, a computer system typically runs a single oper-
ating system. For example, a desktop computer might run a copy of Windows XP
or Windows Vista, while a server might run Linux or Windows Server 2008. The
concept of virtualization involves the use of a variety of different technologies to
allow multiple and potentially varied operating system instances to run concurrently
on a single physical computer system, each sharing the physical resources of the
host computer system (such as memory, network connectivity, CPU and storage).
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Within a virtualized infrastructure, a single physical computer server might, for ex-
ample, run two instances of Windows and one instance of Linux. This, in effect,
allows a single computer to provide an IT infrastructure that would ordinarily require
multiple computer systems. The power of virtualization is the basis of the resource
and machine provisionment in a "Cloud".
Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network
access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g., networks, servers,
storage, applications, and services) that can be rapidly provisioned and released
with minimal management effort or service provider interaction. At the heart of a
cloud system is virtualization, which is the creation of a virtual (rather than actual)
version of something, such as a hardware platform, operating system, a storage
device or network resources.[2]
In the cloud computing, there are following essential characteristics[4]:
1. On-demand self-service. By using the cloud computing, each user could
acquire needed computing capabilities, such as server time and network storage,
automatically without the human interaction with each service’s provider.
2. Network access. The cloud computing is based on the network. The
clients are suppose to be able to access to the cloud utilities as long as they could
access the internet.
3. Resource pooling. With different physical and virtual resources dynami-
cally assigned and reassigned according to consumer demand, the provider’s com-
puting resources such as storage, processing, memory, network bandwidth, and vir-
tual machines are pooled to serve multiple consumers using a multi-tenant model.
When the consumer use the cloud resource, there is no location dependence about
the resource. User do not need to know where the computer resource located as
long as it could be accessed.
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4. Rapid elasticity. Capabilities can be rapidly and elastically provisioned, in
some cases automatically, to quickly scale out and rapidly released to quickly scale
in. To the consumer, the capabilities available for provisioning often appear to be
unlimited and can be purchased in any quantity at any time.
5. Measured Service. The computing resource is controlled and optimized
by cloud systems automatically. With leveraging a metering capability at some level
of abstraction appropriate to the type of service such as storage, processing, band-
width, and active user accounts, resource usage can be monitored, controlled, and
reported. And all these procedures are keep transparent to both consumers and
providers.
1.1.2 Social Network
A social network is a social structure made up of individuals (or organizations) called
"nodes", which are tied (connected) by one or more specific types of interdepen-
dency, such as friendship, kinship, common interest, financial exchange, dislike,
sexual relationships, or relationships of beliefs, knowledge or prestige[3].
To apply the network theory into social network, the social relationships
could be viewed as consisting of nodes and edges. Nodes are the individual ac-
tors within the networks, while the relationships between the actors is considered
as edges. The social network typology could be descried as a very complex graph
structure. The edges between the nodes could be many kinds. Research shows
that social networks operate on many levels, from families up to the level of nations,
and play a critical role in determining the way problems are solved, organizations
are run, and the degree to which individuals succeed in achieving their goals.
A social network is a map of specified edges between the nodes. The social
contacts of that individual are the nodes that individual connect. The social capital
could also be measured by social network l´C the value that an individual gets from
4
the social network. These concepts are often displayed in a social network diagram,
where nodes are the points and ties are the lines.
1.3 Organization
The rest of the document is organized as follows. Chapter 2 discusses about the
related works in the area of cloud computing, social network, and email-based
trust model. Chapter 3 introduces a cloud computing framework called MobiCloud,
based on which we implemented the distributed trust evaluation system. Chapter
4 describes the distributed social network trust model and algorithm used. Chap-
ter 5 show the implementation detail of the entire system and the workflow of it.
Chapter 6 presents the performance evaluation of this system. Chapter 7 gives the
conclusion. And finally Chapter 8
5
Chapter 2
RELATED WORK
In [1], it presents an email-based social network trust model called EMT.EMT fo-
cuses on email based social network trust, which provides a level of belief on the
data transmitted by a person. To evaluate the trust, each user has a tool which per-
forms a trust checking procedure through a server that is maintained by a trusted
third party. If a user receives an email from a stranger, the tool will decide whether
the stranger can be trusted or not. The trust model of EMT is similar to existing
on-line shopping services in that the user needs to tell his private information to
service providers. To work with EMT, all the users should first register their email
accounts and give authorization to the EMT server. With the authorization, EMT
server will contact the email server directly to download user’s information and per-
form analysis.
As we could see, EMT server is the most crucial part in the whole EMT sys-
tem for running all the trust level analysis as well as contacting the email servers.
However, in the MobiCloud architecture, using a centralized EMT server is not a
good idea. In performance aspect, the EMT server will be the bottle neck of the sys-
tem since it has to deal with all information and analysis. In security aspect, users’
private social network information may be exposed if the EMT server is harmed. In
order to overcome those weaknesses left by EMT, we are going to take the advan-
tage of cloud computing to establish the social network trust model. In our work, the
system model will be a distributed way without a centralized trust checking server.
Every user will have a dedicated computing resource (such as virtual machine)
located in the cloud to perform the social network trust level checking.
The centralized Public Key Infrastructures (PKIs) [7] and decentralized Web
Of Trust (WOT)) [8] are the exising way to set up trust in a social network environ-
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ment. WOT is a community driven technique to vouch for the trust worthiness of
an entity and it is used to most social networks thanks to its decentralized nature.
In [8], it shows one of its application about calculated the websites based on the
ratings of the members. The rating resluts are given as ’very poor’ to ’excellent’.
Besides the users, WOT uses trusted sources [9], which have listings of phishing
sites.
Just like people rating web sites, we want an implicit way to rate email IDs.
When such an infrastructure is setup, the email ID can be used as an identity in
communication networks to carry out business transactions or relay information.
For the email based social network there is another trust model call Pretty Good
Privacy (PGP) [5] trust model.The public key system is used in PGP. A key could be
vouched to belongs to the correct user by having serval PGP users to sign a public
key. Unlike centralized PKI approach, the trust ranking is decentralized and the trust
rating is provided by PGP users on their stored public keys. This certificate can be
either trusted directly or there is chain going back to a trusted person. OpenPGP
[10] is the most widely used email encryption standard and it is impractical for a user
assigning a trust level for a key every day according to his/her trust interpretation
on the key.
An important area of studying social network is detecting communities[11].
Network could be used to present systems or groups of objects. [12] describes a
two-year observations which based purely on human relationship. It studies the
relational ties between individuals in a entire club members using graph based
analysis. Many existing works[13, 14, 15, 16] have analyzed social networks in
a way of constructing the social graphs. The trust links among users could be
provided by a social graph. But in order to accessing the trust level on each links,
it become much more difficult to be addressed. In most social networks, the social
graph just includes a special group of users. And it does not represent users that
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are not interested in the same social network.
When it comes to email, [17] describes a manual trust rating system estab-
lish among university professors and students using trust email. The study is about
using email addresses to analyze the email network. In this network graph, each
node stands for an email address and if there is email communications between
two email address, then the two nodes are considered as connected[18]. Hierar-
chy in the social network is also studied through hierarchical clustering [19]. The
data came from a university, observations suggest that fellows (students, faculty,
etc.) from the same department communicate more than between different depart-
ments, corresponding to the reality and the strength of trust among email users.
In the physical communities, there are also some platforms to improve so-
cial connectivity. MobiSoC[20] is a platform for mobile social computing applications
used for capturing, managing, and sharing the social states of physical communi-
ties. RoadSpeak[21, 22] is another kind of social network platform used for vehic-
ular social networks. In this virtual mobile communities, each commuter is able to
communicate more of others on the road. In this way, when traveling on highways,
the drivers could join this social networks and be able to communicate with others
via voice chat messages.
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Chapter 3
MOBICLOUD ARCHITECTURE
In [23], it presents a secure mobile cloud computing framework, called MobiCloud.
MobiCloud is a secure mobile cloud computing framework to support various mobile
applications with integrated security and privacy enhancements for mobile users. It
is also a mobile application platform that empowers application developers to devise
various mobile applications.
3.1 Cloud Platform
As shown in Figure 3.1, the overall architecture of the system can be divided in
three distinct sub layers. Resources layer at the heart of the system, providing
bear resources in the form of CPUs, Memory, Network links, Storage repositories
etc. Then there is a Cloud layer as an intermediate layer, with full control over the
Resources Layer and finally the Application layer, residing on top of Cloud to provide
the services. It works exactly like any stacked architecture would work, with every
layer providing some services to the top layer while using services provided by the
layer below it. Users usually talk to the application layer, while Cloud layer and the
Resource Layer typically are transparent to the users.
The resources layer is a collection of physical devices that include powerful
computer nodes, Gigabit network switches and Terabyte storage spaces for shared
file system. Through hypervisor, the physical resources are clustered as a sin-
gle logical device with aggregated computing and resources capabilities. Multiple
computing nodes are network bootable. Usually all the resources are mapped to
a master computer (appointed by the administrator, either randomly or based on
some powerful configurationally advantageous capability) which then becomes the
identity of the one large logical resource. This scheme is typically called the pool-
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Figure 3.1: MoibCloud Platform
ing of the resources, where the pool-master is responsible for sharing the CPUs,
RAMs and other computing resources of all other computing nodes in the pool in a
transparent fashion.
The cloud layer hosts the Cloud control software, and is used to combine all
resources including computers, network and software together to provide a virtual
machine with application customized platform, which make users think that they are
using a single customized machine. And this layer can reallocate usersa˛r´ request
and balance load of servers that make the servers more efficient.
The application layer of the system is the top-most layer which is actually vis-
ible to the users. It seamlessly runs on top of the Resources layer and Cloud layer
to relay the services offered by them to the actual users of the system. Through this
layer, the mobile devices could take control of the virtual machines.
10
Figure 3.2: MobiCloud Service Architecture
3.2 MobiCloud Workflow
As described in [24], in MobiCloud each mobile device is treated as Service Node
(SN) which communicate with user directly. Inside the cloud computing system,
each SN mirrors one or more virtual machines called Extended Semi-Shadow Im-
ages (ESSIs). Those virtual machines are created upon the cloud platform such as
XenServer.
In MobiCloud, the virtual machine (ESSI) contains all the computing ser-
vices of the mobile device and acts like a shadow image of the mobile device in
the cloud. Since it is virtual machine, the CPU, memory or the other hard devices’
configuration is normally much higher than a single cell phone. So when the mobile
device is unable to handle application due to its limitation, it could transfer the task
to the cloud which has much more powerful computing ability. And the cloud will
use its power to finish the task and return back the results. Moreover, the virtual
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machines could also include many extended function services beyond the mobile
devices, such as the email trust level checking services we are going to introduce.
The service architecture of MobiCloud is shown in Figure 3.2.
1. User’s mobile device (SN) sends task request to MobiCloud management
system.
2. MobiCloud management system locates the specific ESSI to that SN, and
adds them to the same network through VPN. From now on, SN could communicate
to its ESSI directly.
3. After SN gives ESSI the task, ESSI could finish the task on its own
local machine or distribute the task to get help from other ESSIs in the cloud. The
different ways to finish the assignments are depended on the different properties of
the jobs.
4. When the ESSI finish the task, it will transfer the results back to the SN.
In MobiCloud system, secure connection, e.g. SSL, IPSec, etc is used to
establish the networking between SN and ESSI. Normally, if the SN wishes the
ESSI to finish a task for it, such as running an application, the ESSI should have
a full copy of all the information about that application. In this case, the user must
trust the service provider of the MobiCloud.
3.3 Communication in MobiCloud
Sometimes, the task given by SN could not be finish on a single ESSI. For example,
the task contain complicated algorithm that needs distributed computing to solve it
in a reasonable time. A very attractive advantage about cloud computing is the
dynamic way to increase or decrease computing power according different jobs.
The MobiCloud system also has this powerful feature. When the computing task
requires more computing resources that a single ESSI could give, it would ask help
12
from other ESSI in the cloud. In this example, the ESSI will first search for the
leisure ESSIs and distribute the task to them to solve it together.
Another important feature of MobiCloud is allowing users to publish their
own services. When a user developed the his own application service, he could
publish it into MobiCloud, and other users download the application or invoke the
service in their own ESSI.
Both of these two scenarios involve a lot of information exchange among
users. However, with convenience of cloud collaboration, security becomes a major
issue for concerning. In a big social network such as MobiCloud, we could not
avoid some malicious users or spam senders to get involved. Before a user try
to use another one’s published application or ESSI service, he will always wish to
make sure that he could trust this user. So establish a trust evaluation among social
network users would be a very promising way to help user to make decision.
13
Chapter 4
SYSTEM MODEL
In the previous sections, we describe the overall architecture of MobiCloud and the
communication relationship among its users. Now, we will establish the email trust
system in the MobiCloud system.
4.1 Email Trust Model
Today, email service is one of the most common features in mobile device. The mo-
bile device will directly communicate with the email server to download emails in a
specific time period. Then the mobile device will transfer those email information to
users’ virtual machine in the cloud. After that, all the analysis will only be performed
in the cloud’s virtual machines. In the cloud, the user’s virtual machine will analyze
the local email information sent by mobile device, and it will also communicate with
other users’ virtual machines to get email trust information.
Our email-based trust evaluation model contains 2 phases: local-checking
and remote-checking. When user A tries to ascertain the trust value of B, A’s virtual
machine could perform statistical analysis on local data to draw the first picture of B
since A’s mobile device transferred all the email information into the virtual machine
in the cloud. We call this step as local-checking. However, B may never contact A
before. In this case, A’s local data do not contain any information about B. Moreover,
in a big social network, A’s own opinion about B is not enough to decide what kind
person B is. To solve these problems, A needs to ask his friends what are their trust
values about B. By considering friends’ opinions, A could draw another picture of
B’s trust value. We call this step as remote-checking. After all, A combine these 2
steps’ results together to get a more precisely trust value about B.
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4.2 Local-Checking
In Local-Checking step, we mostly consider the number of sending emails between
2 users. Mostly, when two users have a lot exchanging email, this means they may
know each other well, and the trust value between them is high. To calculate the
trust value in self-checking step, we could refer the Tier-1 algorithm in [1]. Let’s
suppose there are two users i and j, and i wants to get the trust value about j. In
i’s virtual machine, it stores all the email history information about i. From these
data, two important numbers could be retrieved: the number of emails sent from i
to j as Lij in a time period k, and Lji vice versa.
In a social network, the communication should be bidirectional. That is, user
i will always reply the message sent from j if i trust j. If j sent a lot of messages to
i, but i hardly replied any of them. Then j may be a spam sender to i, and i’s trust
value to j should be low. Based on this feature, we use formula (4.1) to calculate
an email trust factor ij;k from user i to j.
ij;k =
0BBBB@ 2Lij
Lji
+
Lji
Lij
1CCCCA (4.1)
ij;k =
0BBBB@ 2Lij
Lji
+
Lji
Lij
1CCCCA
Lij
Lij + Lji
(4.2)
ij;k =
0BBBB@ 2Lij
Lji
+
Lji
Lij
1CCCCA
Lij
Lij + Lji
 (4.3)
Lij=Lji is the proportion of emails sent from i to j to email from j to i. If j is a
spam sender, then this value could be very low since i hardly reply any information
from j. On the other hand, the value of Lji=Lij will be rather high. In (4.1), we
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could see the result of algorithm will reach the highest as 1 only if Lij equals Lji.
When i tries to calculate the trust value about j, it will be reasonable to bring
some i’s own opinion about j into the algorithm so that the trust value from i to j
could be different from j to i. So we include the proportion of email sent by i to the
total number between i and j which is calculated by formula(4.2).
Figure 4.1: Comparisons of Equations
Combine both (4.1) and (4.2) we got the final algorithm to calculate the trust
factor ij;k in (4.3). In (4.3), the  is a scalar to scale the value range of ij;k is
from 0 to 1. The value of (4.2) will the reach the highest as 0.553 when
Lij
Lij+Lji
= 0.6, so the value of B could be taken as 1/0.553.
After we got the trust factor ij;k , we should take the overall number of
emails between i and j during period k into consideration. Mostly, based on the
same trust factor ij;k , the more messages sent between two users, the higher
the trust between them. The trust value from user i to j during time period k could
be computed in (4.4).
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Tij = [log2(Nij;k + 2)]
ij;k (4.4)
In (4.4), if there is no messages between user i and j, then the value is 1.
(4.4) is the ultimate algorithm for self-checking step in a specific time period k. If we
consider to taking count of several different time periods, we could just retrieve the
trust rate as the average value of these time periods in (4.5).
Tij =
1
n
k=1X
n
Tij;k
k
(4.5)
From all of the above formulas, we could see that the time period k is a
crucial value to determine the trust value between users. This is reasonable be-
cause the social network is always changing. People keep on communicating with
each other, and the relationship will change. From email’s aspect, the number of
emails between users will also vary among different time periods. As a result, the
email-based trust value should always keep updating.
4.3 Remote-Checking
4.3.1 Remote Workflow
In Remote-checking step, a user will asks his friends’ trust value about the target
user. When the friends return the results, the user combines them to get the overall
friends-checking trust value about the target user. The structure of this step is
described in Figure 4.2.
In each user’s database, there will be table record the trust value of his
friends with a time tag t. When user A receives a trust checking request about C
from his friend B, A will look up his trust table for the target user C. If C is found in
the database and the time tag t is not expired, user A just return the trust value to the
17
Figure 4.2: Remote Checking
request sender B. Otherwise, if C could not be found or the trust value has already
expired, A should forward the trust checking request further to his own friends.
After one user received all the replies from his friends, he needs to combine
all these values to get a composite result. Note that different friends has different
trust rate to one user. Normally, the higher trust value of one friend, the more
convincing his reply is, and the reply should take more weight in the combination
step than others. Suppose to friend f , the trust rate against him is Tf and the
result returned from f is Rf . To calculate the overall contribute of Rf , we need
multiply it with Tf . For all the other friends’s replies, the same method should be
taken and then we add all these values together to get the remote checking’s result.
The formula could be like (4.6).
SUMij =
f=1X
n
TifRfj (4.6)
In (4.6), Tif is the trust value of user i against his friends f , and Rfj is
friend f ’s trust value against user j. We take consideration about each friend’s
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Figure 4.3: MapReduce Model
trust value, so that the friend with higher trust value will contribute more in the final
trust score about the target user.
4.3.2 MapReduce Model
One of the most important tasks to to implement remote trust checking is to use
distribute computing technology . In order to make the distributed most efficient
and scalable, we are going to use the MapReduce model.
MapReduce is a programming model and an associated implementation for
processing and generating large data sets [25]. There are two steps involved in the
MapReduce procedure: map function and reduce function.
Map step: The master node takes the input, chops it up into smaller sub-
problems, and distributes those to slave node. This breakdown can be done recur-
sively till a slave node can compute the result and return to its master.
Reduce step: The master node then takes the answers to all the sub-
problems and combines them in some way to get the output - the answer to the
problem it was originally trying to solve.
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The key idea is using the key/value pairs to perform the MapReduce func-
tion. In map function, it processes a key/value pair to generate a set of intermediate
key/value pairs. (Keyin; V ALUEin)->List(KEYinter; V ALUEinter).
And in reduce function, it merges all intermediate values associated with the same
intermediate key. List(KEYinter; V ALUEinter)-> (KEYout; V ALUEout).
The whole process is shown in Figure 4.3.
In the remote checking step to calculate the trust value, we could also take
advantage of the MapReduce framework to check multiple users’ trust value at the
same time. However, our scenario is different from the classic MapReduce model.
In our trust evaluation system, the MapReduce procedure should be processed
recursively. That is, each slave node will turn into master node to forward the
requests further to other nodes.
Suppose we are going to check the trust value for a group of people. In the
mapping step, the friends’ ids in the friend-list could be used as the key, and the
group users’s ids is the value. Based on different keys, the requests are distributed
mapping to different friends’ machines. On friends’ machine, first it will act as a
slave node to calculate the trust value locally. If the request should be further for-
warded, then the friend machine will acts like a new master node to initialize new
trust checking requests for those users in the group. When all the remote checking
processes are done, it will go to the reducing step. In the reducing step, the key will
be the those users’ ids in the group. And the value is the trust value returned. By
combining all the value for each key, the remote value could be computed for each
users in the group.
4.4 Combination of Results
When user finished the both self-checking and friend-checking phases, the results
of these two stages should be combined to get the ultimate trust value to the target
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user. In this step, we consider all the trust value results given by the friends as long
as it is valid. To combine the results, we should construct a average value from all
the remote values as well as the local analysis value. To fairly do this, we proposed
to get the average value by getting the sum value of both local and remote, then
divided it by the sum of trust rate against each friends who take part in the remote
checking step and the user itself.
TRUSTij =
Tij+ SUMij
+
f=1X
n
Tif
(4.7)
In (4.7), we combined the trust results both from (4.5) and (4.6). In the
algorithm  could be considered as the trust value against user self and this value
will matter how much weight the local analysis will take in the combination part. To
determine this value of , there are several suggested ways:
1. Set it as a constant value. Since  could be consider as the trust value
of oneself, then we could just assign it a high trust value. Normally, if we think two
people send at least one email per day, could be consider highly trusted to each
other. Then we could just take 365 as the Lij and Lji in (4.3) to compute a highly
trusted value in the time period of one year. The value is calculated as 7.66 from
(4.4). As a result the value of  could be used as 7.66.
2. Dynamically relate ’s value with the remote analysis result. In this way,
we should decide how much part we want local analysis or the remote analysis
to be played in the combination. Suppose user trust more of his own data and
he wants the local result to contribute 60% to the final value while the remote re-
sult contributes 40%. To calculate the value of , we could first get the value of
f=1X
n
Tif in (4.7) and multiply it with 1.5 to get the value of .
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4.5 Loops in processing
When the email trust checking is in friends-checking phase, an important issue
could happen is looping checking. For example, User A wants to know the trust
value about User Z, A sends checking request to friend B. B forward the request
to its friends C. However, A is in the friend list of C, which makes C will forward
the checking request back to A again. And this causes a request forwarding loop.
Note that in social network, it is very common that several users are friends to each
other. This feature causes another kind of looping. Suppose A, B and C are friends
to each other. A sends trust checking request to B and C. Then B and C may
forward the checking request to each other. To deal with the loop in distributed
checking process, we provide 3 methods.
Method 1: Keep history log in request
When user A initiates the checking request, he could include his own identity
into the request. When user B forward this checking request, B’s identity will also
be included in the request. In the further forwarding process, all the user identities
will be checked first. If one user has already in the list, then he will not be sent the
request one more time. For user C, he finds user A in the identity list, so the request
will not be forwarded to A again.
By keeping a users’ identity history log in the request field, we could pre-
vent the occurrence of loop. However, it creases a significant privacy issue in the
system. For privacy aspect, some users do not want other know whom they are
communicating with. But all these information will be obvious if the identity list is
checked.
Method 2: Add group key in request
In order to solve the privacy issue, we could substitute user’s public identity
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with private identity which could only be recognized by the user self, such as user’s
private key. To establish this method, we could use the group key scheme described
in [26]. When user A sends the trust checking request, he adds his own private key
Ka into the message. And the following users also add their private keys to create
group key list before they forwarding the request. When receiving a request, user
should first check if his own private key is included in the group key list. If so,
then it means this begins a loop and the request should not be forwarded further.
Different from method 1, the trust request loop checking is perform after sending
the request. The request message should go one more hop to find the loop than
method 1. However, the method helps to keep user’s real identity in secret. With
the group key scheme, one user could only know if his own key is involved in the
group key list, there is no way for him to identify who are the other users.
Method 3: Set the maximum hops in request
Set the maximum allowed hops number could also deal with the loop prob-
lem. The maximum allowed hops number is set as N, each user will decrease this
number by 1 when forwarding the trust request value to further friends. When the
hop count reaches 0, the request will not go further. Note that this method does
not eliminate the loop from happening, but it prevents the request keep looping.
Suppose the maximum hop number is set as 5. One trust checking path could be:
User A->B->C->A->B. In this case, we could see that there is a loop in the path, but
it stops when the maximum hops are reached. By setting the maximum hops could
also decrease the trust checking scale. Because the remote-checking phrase is a
recursive distributed phase, the involved users scale is increasing exponential. Set
the maximum hops to terminate the trust checking process before it expands too
large is very critical.
In privacy aspect, setting the maximum hop may still reveal users’ relation-
ship. For example, the maximum hops are 5. User A wants to know the trust value
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Figure 4.4: Restrict Hops Number
about Z, he sends the request to B and said the maximum hops are now 4. In this
case, B knows the A is initial request sender since there is only 1 hop used. To
hide this information, in our system we just set a maximum hops range and let the
users to decide the maximum hop value themselves. If the maximum hops range is
set up to 5, then when users perform the friend-checking action, they could choose
any number from 1 to 5 as the maximum hop. By hiding the maximum hop number,
each following user in the path could not figure out if the previous user is the initial
request sender.
Actually, we could combine both method 2 and 3 to eliminate the request
loop as well as make sure the trust request process end in an acceptable scale.
Also the users’ privacy relationship information is protected from outside.
The remote-checking is a recursive distributed phase. Set the maximum
hops could the depth of this process. The width of this phase should also be taken
care of from over flooding the entire network. In our system, the first step of this
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phrase is selecting a subset of all the friends. Let’s suppose in social network area,
there are totally n users and each one is in others’ friend list. When user I tries
to evaluate user j, I should send request to all the other n-2 users. And user j
should be evaluated by all the other n-1 users. So the overall request messages
of evaluating user j are (n-2)(n-1). Think about that all the n users in the system
should be evaluated by others, the overall complexity is o(n3). In order to decrease
the message size, we set a constant number of friends to forward requests instead
of asking all the people in the contact list for each user. The constant value could
set as N. Before user forwards the trust request, he will select N users from his
contact list with highest trust value. And he only sends the trust request to these N
users. If the maximum hops number is set as M, the overall request messages will
be NM. Since both N and M are constant value, the complexity of this phrase could
be controlled in a constant size.
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Chapter 5
SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION
5.1 Peer-to-Peer System Design
To implement the trust model in a distributed way, the system is implemented in a
peer-to-peer model. In this model, all machines or nodes in the network is consid-
ered as peers and each has both client and server functions. The client and server
relation is only differentiated based on whether one node is requesting or providing
a service. By using the peer-to-peer system, the server’s bottleneck problem in tra-
ditional client-server mode could be eliminated since the services can be provided
by several nodes distributed throughout the network.
In order to work in the peer-to-peer system, a node must first join the network
of peers. After the node newly joined the network, it could begin to request services
from as well as provide services to the other nodes. In the procedure of determining
which services to request or provide could be accomplished in two ways.
1. There is a centralized lookup service on the network. And every node will
register on this centralized server when it comes into the network with its service.
When a node wish to use certain service, it will contact the centralized lookup
service first to determine which node provides this service. After that, the client will
communicate directly to the service provider to request the service.
2. When a node try to find a certain service’s provider, it will first broadcast a
service request to all the nodes in the network. Only the node providing that service
will respond to this request. In order to have this strategy work, a discovery protocol
must be provide that allows peers to discover services provided by other peers in
the network.
In the MobiCloud system, we use the a kind of combination of the above
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two traditional peer-to-peer system solution. When each node (virtual machine) is
created in the MobiCloud, the email trust service will be automatically running on
it. So each node could offer the same services as server or client. The next step
of the trust checking procedure is to decide the specific ip address of each node.
This information could be achieved by establishing a centralized server to record
each virtual machine’s ip address when it is created and map the ip address to the
own’s username. When one node needs to find others’ ip addresses, it could send
request contains target usernames to the centralized server, and the server will give
back the target ip addresses.
However, we use a more efficient and scalable way to deal with the ip ad-
dress and username mapping in MobiCloud by setting up our own DNS(Domain
Name System). DNS is a hierarchical distributed naming system for computers,
services, or any resource connected to the Internet or a private network. It asso-
ciates various information with domain names assigned to each of the participating
entities. Most importantly, it translates domain names meaningful to humans into
the numerical identifiers associated with networking equipment for the purpose of
locating and addressing these devices worldwide.
In the MobiCloud, we create a domain called "mobicloud.asu.edu" and every
user account registered will add to this domain. When the user’s virtual machine is
created and booted up running, the hostname will be changed into the user’s ac-
count name. The username combined with the domain name will be registered in
the DNS with that virtual machines ip address. For example, there is a user named
"terry" in the system who’s ip address is "10.5.0.10". After the DNS registration, this
user’s virtual machine could be accessed by the name of "terry.mobicloud.asu.edu".
Although this is a very efficient solution, but there is a problem inside it. What about
the ip address of the virtual machine is changed? In our networking system, every
virtual machine has multiple network interfaces. One is for management, one is for
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internet access, and others for user configuration. The first two are assigned by the
DHCP(Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol) server dynamically. When a DHCP-
configured client connects to a network, the DHCP client sends a broadcast query
requesting necessary information from a DHCP server. The DHCP server manages
a pool of IP addresses and information about client configuration parameters such
as default gateway, domain name, the name servers, other servers such as time
servers, and so forth. On receiving a valid request, the server assigns the computer
an IP address and other IP configuration parameters, such as the subnet mask and
the default gateway. And the domain name is combined with the first management
interface’s ip address. Normally, once the virtual machine is started and running,
the management ip address should not be changed. But there is always some acci-
dent situations happen, such as the power failure. And when the virtual machine’s
rebooting, the DHCP may assign a new ip address to it which is not combined with
the domain name. To avoid this situation, we did an improvement in the architecture
by integrate the DNS service with DHCP.
The workflow of domain and ip address is described in Figure 5.1. The do-
main name registration task is handled to DHCP. Whenever the virtual machine re-
quest for a management ip address by DHCP request with the command "dhclient",
the DHCP server will assign a valid ip address to it from ip address pool, and regis-
ter that ip address with virtual machine’s hostname in the DNS server. In this way,
even if the virtual machine is rebooting or the ip address is expired, once it tries to
retrieve the ip address, we could make sure that the ip address and domain name
mapping in the DNS is up to date.
Once we could determine the ip address of each virtual machine, the next
step to implement the distributed trust model is to decide which users’ services to
call. When you want determine another one’s trust value, it does not make sense to
ask all the other users in the network. First, you do not know all the other users in
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Figure 5.1: Domain Name Registration
the network. For a user you do not know, you need first to get his trust value, then
you could analyze the results he gave. So mostly, you only like to refer your friends’
opinions who you really know. Second, if every one sends requests to all the other
people, the traffic will overwhelm the network, since the trust checking process is
recursive. The friends will also ask their friends. After all, each user should have a
list of friends names to whom the request could be sent.
5.2 Establish the Distributed System
In our implementation of the distributed trust evaluation system, the TCP/IP based
socket communication technology is used. On each virtual machine, there is one
particular port is dedicated to this application, and the server process will keep
listening to this port. On the client side, a TCP/IP connection will be establish to
the port on server if there is a request to send. On the server side, there is a table
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mapping each function to each keywords in the request. Once the server received a
request, it will look up the function table to decide which method should call. Since
the TCP/IP is connection oriented, the server could just response the result in the
same tunnel. And if the packets were lost in the network, the client will re-send
them without user getting involved.
Since the distributed trust model is email-based, to initialize the friend list
could also use the email information. The idea we used here is using user’s virtual
machine to contact email servers (such as Gmail, Hotmail, etc) to downloads users’
email information to the local virtual machine. So if MobiCloud users want to use
this distributed email trust service, they should provide their email account as well
as password to the virtual machine, which means they should totally trust the Mobi-
Cloud system and their virtual machines first. Once the virtual machine gets user’s
email account and password, the application could use IMAP to communicate with
the email server and download the emails information to local database.
5.3 Friends List Initialization
In order to use the distributed trust evaluation system, each user should hold a
friend-list. By looking up this friend-list, the trust system will know to whom to dis-
tributed the trust evaluation task. Once the virtual machine has the mail account
and password, it could connect to the mail server through IMAP protocol, and down-
load the e-mail’s information such as date, sender, receiver, title and context. With
these information, we are able to perform the first-step analysis in the trust model
which is local evaluation. By implementing the formula[], we are able to compute all
the local trust value about each user in the contact-list.
One major concern about this email-based trust model is how big the Mobi-
Cloud social network is. As we know, this trust model attempts to use users’ email
information to generate the trust value specifically inside the MobiCloud system.
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But in the real world, one email server user does not have to be a MobiCloud user.
If one person in your contact list is not a MobiCloud user, then it does not make
sense to calculate his trust value inside the MobiCloud system. So before we ini-
tialize the friend-list, we should make sure which users in the contact list is really
a MobiCloud user by querying the MobiCloud user management database. When
a user register in the MobiCloud, the user should provide email address for con-
firmation and then the user name and email address will be linked together. The
judgement process to determine if an email user is also a MobiCloud user could
have 2 ways to implement in the friend-list initialization step:
1. When the virtual machine use IMAP to download emails from the email
server, it only downloads those emails whose sender or receiver is a MobiCloud
user
2. The virtual machine download all the emails from the email server. The
filtering process is only happened when calculating the trust values.
In our system, we choose the second way for the judgement. If we try to fil-
ter out the non-MobiCloud user, while we retrieving each single mail through IMPA
we should also keep querying the management database. If there are thousands
of mails inside the user’s inbox, then the database querying will also happened
thousand throughout the downloading process, which will be very inefficient. More-
over, users could add into the MobiCloud lately. By using the second method, all
the former emails have already been downloaded including those users who just
recently join MobiCloud. And the future downloading will only based on the date
not the user. In the first way, however, when a new user join into the network, all the
other users should search their email inbox through IMAP again to see if this user
exists. This process could be very unscalable when more and more users join into
MobiCloud.
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5.4 Trust analysis procedure
After each machine generated the friend-list, the process of trust checking is ready
to run. As described in the system model, the trust analysis contains two major
parts: the local analysis and remote analysis. And there are also two type of trust
requests the trust system should handle:
1. Request from outside application, which initialize the trust checking pro-
cess.
2. Request forwarded by other virtual machines, which means this trust
checking is one hop in the entire recursive way.
Figure 5.2: Trust Analysis Workflow
The entire workflow could be shown in Figure 5.2. When the trust checking
system receive a request, it will first do the local analysis. After that, it should find
which type of this request is. If it is type 1, then it should initialize the trust checking
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request and setting up distributed configuration such as the max-hop number and
forward this request to a certain number of friends in the friend-list. If it is type 2,
then it should check if it could further distribute this request or just return the local
analysis value. By combining both local and remote analysis value, it could get the
trust value to a certain user.
5.5 Local Analysis
The local analysis step is required on each virtual machine in the trust checking pro-
cess. The first step of this process is checking if the target user is in the friend-list.
If not, then the "Unknow" tag will be set to this result. In the later combination algo-
rithm, the results with "Unknow" will not contribute to the final result. Currently, the
trust checking algorithm is only based on the email sending and receiving number
between each two users. And since all the emails has been downloaded into local
database from IMAP, we could get this information by counting the entries num-
ber with certain sending and receiving ID. In the initial step, the application should
map the user name to user’s email address by querying MobiCloud management
database. In the further process step, all the database query could just happen in
the local database.
5.6 Remote Analysis
The remote analysis system is divided into two parts: client side and server side.
Basically, the client side is responsible for preparing the distributed request pack-
ages, sending them to multiple servers and waiting for all the response. The server
is responsible for dealing with these requests and return the result back to client.
5.6.1 Client Side
In the client side, the request is encapsulated in an object entity called "RequestEn-
tity". In the "RequestEnity", there are 5 attributes should be specified: contact-id,
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contact-ip, target-id, sender-id and available-hop. The contact-id and contact-ip
specifies to which user’s virtual machine should the request be sent. And those in-
formation could be get from the friend-list. The target-id describe which user’s trust
value should be computed. Here, the target-id could be replaced by that user’s
email address for faster querying in the database table. At last, it is the available-
hop to eliminate the infinite loop in the distributed querying. If this request is the
initial request, which is call directly by the application outside this trust evaluation
system, then the available-hop should be the max-hop number specified in the
config file. Otherwise, the request is forwarded by other nodes in the trust check-
ing procedure. The sender-id should be itself, this attribute tells the server who
sends this request. Then the available-hop number should be set as the the former
available-hop number decreased by 1. Whenever the number reaches 0, then the
request should not be further distributed.
As we could see, one of the most important part in the client side is choosing
the appropriate candidates in a suitable number to distribute the request. This
is the "mapping" process in the MapReduce framework, that is, the overall trust
checking task is divided by the different contact-id as the key. For each key, the
"RequestEntity" is the value. Currently, the value in mapping step is only different
by the contact ip address. The available-hop number is always same within the
same layer by default. The node sends request acts as the master, and the nodes
receive the nodes are slaves. However, the available-hop number could varies to
different candidates based on their trust value. For example, if A trust B very much,
then when A asks B to perform the remote analysis, A could give B more available
hops than others. The number of candidates could be set in the config file by
user. The higher the number is, the broader the distributed query will be. But we
should constrain the number of candidates in a suitable scope in order to avoid the
overwhelm traffic in the network. For instance, the number could be set as 10 by
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default. To select the appropriate candidates, the policy is still based on the trust
values. So the trust system will rank all the candidates in the friend-list by their trust
value. When N candidates should be selected, it means to select N friends with the
highest trust value in the database.
After all the candidates are chosen, the next step on the client side is to
create a remote request list. This list contains all the "RequestEnitity" for each indi-
vidual candidate. For each entity in the request list, there will be a thread dedicated
to it. The thread is responsible for sending the request to the destination and wait-
ing for the response. However, if the connection is lost. Then an "Unknow" value
will be set to the response, and it will not take part in the combination calculating
later.
Along with the request list, there will also a response list be established
containing the response values returned from server side. Once the a response
returned from one server, that value will be added into the response list, and what
the client side should do is keeping checking the size of response list for a certain
time. As soon as the response list’s size is equal to the request list’s size, this
means the client has got all the remote responses and should move forward to
the combination step with local analysis value. If the time-out due the lost network
connection, client side would either re-send the packet by TCP/IP protocol or set
the response value as "Unknow". By comparing the request and response list, it is
not difficult to find out to which candidate the connection is lost.
5.6.1 Server Side
In the server side, the response is encapsulated in an object entity called "Respon-
seEntity". There are 3 attributes inside it: contact-id, target-id and trust-value. The
contact-id is set as itself, which is used for notifying the client side which server
has responded the result. Target-id is the key for "reducing" step in MapReduce
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framework. Normally, the client could send the trust value requests about multiple
target users. Once all the responses has returned, the target-id is used to group
the responses for different target user. At last, the trust-value is result get from the
sever side and should be used in the client side.
The server side is also a multi-thread program. Upon running, the server
side will keep listening to a certain port which the client could connect. Once there
is a client connection, the server will create a thread to deal with this request. In this
way, several clients could communicate with server simultaneously. When server
accepts a request, it will first check its own local database about the target user.
If the trust value for the target user exists and is valid( that is the recent update
time is not expired), then the server will return the value in its database immediately
without further computing. Otherwise, the server should calculate the trust value
itself. In this case, the server will perform the local analysis first. After that it will
check the available-hops in the request packet. If the available-hop is more than 0,
then it means the server could further distribute the request to its own friends. In
the scenario, the server acts like a client itself. However, when the server selects
candidates to send requests, it should eliminate the one with the sender-id. The
request should be forwarded back to the sender, or else this will cause a loop in the
recursive querying. When the server generate the trust value of target user, it will
first updated its own database with this value and add the target user into its own
friend-list if it is not already there. Then the result could be sent back to original
client.
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Chapter 6
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Since the distributed trust model is for social network, the most ideal evaluation en-
vironment is in a big social network which could include thousands of users. In cur-
rent MobiCloud system, we do not have so many candidates for testing. However,
based on the current status, we could perform the real data testing for a small-scale
users. By analyzing the performance results of a small-scale users, we could give
the expectations for the evaluation in large-scale social network scenario.
6.1 Small-Scale Testing
In our testing, we simulated 10 users register in MobiCloud system. It is not nec-
essary that each two users is acquainted. If two users do not have email commu-
nications, then we suppose them are strangers to each other. The 10 users’s ID is
listed as from A to J and the email communication information is listed in Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Emails Between Users
User A B C D E F G H I J
A -1 0 0 13 38 0 71 68 0 0
B 0 -1 0 0 0 88 0 95 62 0
C 0 0 -1 31 0 0 0 8 41 82
D 74 0 0 -1 83 0 2 30 0 70
E 0 0 0 6 -1 21 0 28 0 8
F 70 16 0 6 0 -1 0 97 0 51
G 54 65 0 84 0 14 -1 75 87 80
H 32 0 0 40 0 0 0 -1 33 0
I 19 0 0 0 0 0 93 0 -1 0
J 0 86 5 18 0 0 0 0 41 -1
In Table 6.1, each unit’s value stands for the email number sent from the
user in row to the user in the column. For example, user D sent 74 emails to A, and
A sent 13 emails to D. We do not consider the situation about users send emails
to themselves. Even if it is a common situation in daily life, but this do not make
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much sense in computing the trust value about oneself. So instead, we set all the
number to -1 in the diagonal line of the table where stands for the emails user send
to oneself.
Table 6.2: Trust Value with Local Analysis
User A B C D E F G H I J
A -1.00 1.00 1.00 1.19 1.17 1.00 6.85 6.04 1.01 1.00
B 1.00 -1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 2.79 1.00 1.07 1.11 1.00
C 1.00 1.00 -1.00 1.20 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.63 1.16 1.47
D 2.66 1.00 1.01 -1.00 1.58 1.10 1.00 3.87 1.00 3.66
E 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.03 -1.00 1.28 1.00 1.22 1.00 1.63
F 1.10 1.21 1.00 1.79 1.01 -1.00 1.02 1.07 1.00 1.13
G 4.32 1.10 1.00 1.17 1.00 1.40 -1.00 1.09 5.80 1.09
H 2.33 1.00 1.06 6.08 1.01 1.00 1.00 -1.00 1.19 1.00
I 1.31 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 6.55 1.01 -1.00 1.00
J 1.00 1.08 1.02 1.40 1.06 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.16 -1.00
In Table 6.2 stores the trust values calculated by the local analysis with for-
mula(4.4) based on the information provided in Table 6.1. Since the value of formula
(4.4) will never less than 1, the value of 1 is reached only when two users do not
have any emails connection. In this scenario we assume the two users do not know
each directly in the social network. From this table, we find the lowest valid trust
value is 1.01 from D to C. By looking up Table 6.1, we could see C sent 31 emails
to D but D never replied a single one. This is mostly like C is the spam sender and
do not worth trusted. On the other hand, the high trust value is 6.85 from A to G.
And we could see that A sent 71 emails to G and G send 54 emails back. From
these results, we find the trust result accuracy is quite acceptable from local anal-
ysis. Among 10 users, there are 90 overall unidirectional links from one to another
which could be used to represent trust. However, after local analysis, there are 41
trust values is set as 1 which means one user could not find the trust value of the
other. This number accounts almost half in the overall 90 values.
Table 6.3 is about the updated trust value with remote analysis. In the ex-
periment, we set the hop number as 1, that is, each user only did remote analysis
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Table 6.3: Trust Value with Remote Analysis
User A B C D E F G H I J
A -1.00 1.06 1.05 2.68 1.12 1.16 3.45 2.82 2.91 1.41
B 1.90 -1.00 1.03 2.40 1.02 2.16 1.57 1.07 1.71 1.05
C 2.13 1.03 -1.00 2.22 1.18 1.03 2.18 1.90 1.16 1.76
D 2.35 1.07 1.03 -1.00 1.22 1.08 1.96 3.34 1.52 2.55
E 1.41 1.10 1.03 1.81 -1.00 1.15 1.96 2.11 1.13 1.83
F 1.84 1.15 1.03 1.99 1.13 -1.00 1.58 2.03 1.99 1.61
G 2.52 1.06 1.01 1.68 1.16 1.30 -1.00 2.37 2.95 1.26
H 2.35 1.04 1.03 3.37 1.27 1.19 2.22 -1.00 1.58 2.42
I 2.96 1.06 1.02 1.65 1.09 1.41 4.80 1.53 -1.00 1.08
J 2.09 1.09 1.02 1.35 1.15 1.29 1.67 1.67 1.72 -1.00
once and the request will not be forwarded. Even with only one hop, we find all
the values become valid in the table (there is no value as 1). This means for a
small-scale social network with 10 people. One hop in remote analysis is enough to
make the coverage of the entire network. After the remote analysis step, the lowest
trust value become 1.01 from G to C, and the highest is 4.8 from I to G.
Table 6.4: Difference after Remote Analysis
User A B C D E F G H I J
A 0.00 0.06 0.05 1.49 -0.05 0.16 -3.40 -3.22 1.89 0.41
B 0.90 0.00 0.03 1.40 0.02 -0.63 0.57 -0.01 0.60 0.05
C 1.13 0.03 0.00 1.02 0.18 0.03 1.18 0.27 0.01 0.28
D -0.32 0.07 0.02 0.00 -0.35 -0.02 0.96 -0.53 0.52 -1.11
E 0.40 0.10 0.03 0.78 0.00 -0.13 0.96 0.89 0.13 0.20
F 0.74 -0.06 0.03 0.20 0.12 0.00 0.56 0.95 0.99 0.48
G -1.81 -0.04 0.01 0.51 0.16 -0.10 0.00 1.28 -2.85 0.17
H 0.01 0.04 -0.03 -2.71 0.27 0.19 1.22 0.00 0.39 1.42
I 1.65 0.06 0.01 0.65 0.09 0.41 -1.75 0.53 0.00 0.07
J 1.09 0.01 -0.01 -0.05 0.09 0.29 0.67 0.67 0.57 0.00
Table 6.4 lists the difference between Table 6.2 and Table 6.3. We could
see that basically every value has changed. The biggest difference is as large as
3.4 which takes 50% part of the original value without remote analysis.
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6.2 Large-Scale Expectation
From the previous section, we could see that even in a small-scope social network,
the remote analysis really makes a great effect. When it comes to the large-scope,
in which there are more connections, relationship and resources to query, the dis-
tributed checking could be worked more efficient. In the social network with n users,
there are n*(n-1) unidirectional connections. Suppose each user has 10 candidates
for remote query, and the max hop number is set as 3 in the remote analysis. Then
a single time query will affect as many as 103 = 1000 users which takes a rather
large part of the social network. And it could very promising to find the exactly trust
value information about a specific user.
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Chapter 7
CONCLUSION
This thesis presents a novel social network trust evaluation model using the cloud
computing technology. In the MobiCloud framework, each user will be given a
virtual machine to work with mobile phone. All the users in the MobiCloud could
communicate with each other through virtual machines or directly by mobile phone.
With more and more users, the entire cloud become a big social network. In the
MobiCloud, users could not only use the cloud’s services, they could also develop
their own service, publish it to the virtual machine, and let other users access them.
In the social network, most people do not know each other. The when it comes to
use other people’s services, the first security consideration is about if these services
or the providers could be trusted. This thesis aims to give a trust value between
each two people, no matter if they acquaint with each other. Based on this trust
value, user could if they should trust another user and the service.
To establish the trust model in the system, a distributed architecture is de-
signed to take the advantage of MobiCloud’s feature. That is, each user has at least
one virtual machine, and the virtual machines could communicate with each other.
For each user’s virtual machine, there is a server side and a client side application
running. Before the evaluation process begin, each virtual will connect to the email
server and download all the emails to the local machine’s database. For determin-
ing one user’s trust value, each virtual machine will first look up into its own local
database to get the emails’ number sending and receiving with the target user. By
analyzing the send and reply number, a trust value could be calculated. Moreover,
the user could also require other user’s virtual machine who he already trusts to
help evaluate the trust value in a distributed way. In advance, the user’s friends’
virtual machines could further forward the requests to their own friends. In this sce-
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nario, even two users do not know each other, they could still have a good chance
to find connections between each other thanks to the social network attribute. After
the trust values are retrieved from both local database to remote response. These
values could be combined to get final trust value against the target user.
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Chapter 8
FUTURE WORK
In the current implemented email-based trust evaluation system, the algorithm used
to compute the trust value only takes consideration of sending and receiving num-
ber of emails. However, there are more useful information about the content of
email. To perform better evaluation about two people, use data mining to analysis
the email content between each two user would be a good idea. For the data min-
ing, a simple way to establish is to divide keywords into 2 group. One is for positive
effect which could always be used in the emails between friends or business rela-
tionship. The other group is about the words with negative effect which could often
used in the spams or fraud emails. By searching the related keywords in the email
content and comparing them with each keywords in the 2 group, the system could
adjust the trust value accordingly.
Also, this distributed social network trust model is not restricted to emails. It
could be applied to any social network environment which contains communication
messages between users. It would be a good way to combine the email evaluation
with other messages transfer information to retrieve a more precisely trust value
between users.
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